Mismatch-induced switch of neocarzinostatin attack sites in the DNA minor groove.
Based on the finding that the wobble G.T mismatch 5' to the C of AGC.GCT results in switching of the attack chemistry by neocarzinostatin chromophore (NCS-Chrom) on the deoxyribose moiety of C from C-1' to C-4' [Kappen, L. S. & Goldberg, I. H. (1992) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 89, 6706-6710], a series of mismatches has been explored for their effect on the chemistry of damage at the T of AGT.ACT in oligodeoxynucleotides, a site at which 4'-chemistry ordinarily occurs. Placement of a G.T mispair 5' to the T results in a marked increase in 4'-chemistry, as measured by the formation of breaks with 3'-phosphoglycolate ends and abasic sites due to 4'-hydroxylation. Strikingly, 4'-chemistry is induced at the T on the complementary strand, a site ordinarily restricted to 5'-chemistry. Substitution of dioxygen by the radiation sensitizer misonidazole exerts a pronounced effect on the partitioning of the 4'-chemistry in favor of the 3'-phosphoglycolate product. Both stable T.G and unstable T.C mismatches at the attack site itself are associated with marked inhibition of damage at this site. Whereas placement of the relatively stable G.A mismatch on the 5'-side of the T residue (AGT) results in substantial inhibition of damage at the T without shifting of chemistry, the same mismatch at the 3'-side of the attack site decreases damage only slightly but is associated with the appearance of significant 1'-chemistry. By contrast, no shift in chemistry is found with bleomycin, which attacks at C-4'.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)